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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let GF(q) be a finite field of q=pf elements. In [3] we considered the 
quotient ring 
S= GR#xl&“) (n > l), 
where the irreducible polynomial g(x) is given by 
g(x)=xd+/3d-Ixd-1+~d-2xd-2+...+~lx+& &EGF(q). 
The finite ring S has qd” elements and is generated over GF(q) by the elements 
b and z satisfying 
z=bd+&,wIbd-‘+ . . . +plb+&, z”=O. 
Let 1 be the least positive integer such that q’>n, then the element 
bq’q 
satisfies the relation 
Ud+Pd&lU d-l+ . . . +p,u+p,=o. 
The subring L = GF(q)(u) is a finite field with qd elements. The subring 
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contains q ” elements, which equals the number of elements of S, hence 
S=L(z), z”=O. 
Every unit of S may now be written as 
e(1 +A,z+l,z2+ . . . +Iln-#-l),@#O, @,&EL, 
i.e. as the product of a nonzero element of L and a so-called l-unit. In [3] we 
decomposed the group G of l-units into cyclic subgroups. In this paper we give 
an alternative decomposition. 
2. MORE ON THE FINITE RING S 
We define the ring-homomorphism @ : SAL by 
qqw)=wQ’ (WE&Y). 
We have for example 
qqb) = bq’= u, 
e(z) = zq’= 0 (because q’r n), 
@(u) = uq’, 
(p(u4rd-’ ) = u (because uqd = u), 
where r is the smallest natural number such that rdll. 
For arbitrary WAS given by 
w=pl-J+p,z+p2z2+...+pU,-IZn-’ &EL), 
we have 
so the kernel of C$ is the nilpotent ideal zS. The restriction of the mapping @J 
to L is one-to-one. The inverse 1 - l-mapping will be denoted by #-I, hence 
(p(u) = uqrd-‘= &-f%L. 
3. HYPERDIFFERENTIATION 
The polynomial ring GF(q)[x] is a vector space over GE’(q). Let E(i) 
(j = 0, 1,2, . . . ) be the linear operator on GF(q)[x] defined by, 
@j)(Xk) = k 0 j xk-j (k=O, 1, . ..). 
We remind the reader of the convention 
k 0 j =0 if O%k<j. 
We call the operators I?) hyperderivatives. 
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For polynomials J(x) E GF(q)[x] (i= 1,2, . . . , t) it is easy to prove that 
Eqj-1 (x) . . . ft(x)) = c Eqfl (x)) . . . E”+&(x)). 
i,zO ,..., i,r 0 
i,+...+i,=j 
We observe that for O<j<@, 
Eli)(xJ’“) = 0. 
This follows from the fact that 
is 0 in a field of characteristic p. 
In particular we have forj=1,2 ,..., n-l, i.e. 
O<j<n~q’~qrd 
the result that 
,$+7’) = E(j)(x4rd) = 0 3 
so x4’ and xqrd behave like constants. 
We leave as an exercise (cf. [2], p. 29) that for j = 0, 1,2,. . . , n - 1 we have 
(1) Eqx _ yfd)k = 
(2) E(j){ h(xq’)f(x)} = h(xq’) .Etij’f(x) 9 
where f(x), h(x) E GF(q)[x]. 
For j=O,1,2 ,..., n - 1 we now define the mapping 
Dj:S+L 
as follows. For arbitrary w E S, let f(x) E GF(q)[x] be a polynomial such that 
w=f(b). Of course 
J-(x) + 4x>Mx>> n 
is also such a representing polynomial. 
We now define 
Dj W=[E"f(x)] = = E’)f(u). x u 
This definition is independent of the representing polynomial, because even a 
hyperdifferentiation E @-l) of a(x){g(x)}” leaves a factor g(x) and afterwards 
g(u) = 0. 
We observe that 
D,,w=f(~)={f(b)}~‘= wq’=@(w). 
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If we define the element y E S by 
y=&p@)=b-pfd, 
then we have the following results. 
LEMMA 1. 
Djyk = 0 for k #j, 
= 1 for k=j, 
where j,k=O,1,2 ,.,., n-l. 
PROOF. Using equation (1) we have 
Djrk= [E'j'(X-Xqrd)k]x=U= [  (  J)(XeXq")"-j]xEuZ 
k = 0 j (u--~~~~)~-j=O for kfj, 
= =l for k=j. 
LEMMA 2. Dj(~w)=@(~)*Dj(w),j=O,1,2,...,n-1, where MEL and WES. 
PROOF. Let the polynomials f(x), h(x) E GF(q)[x] be such that 
rj = h(bQ’) = h(u), w =f(b), 
then using equation (2) we have 
Dj(qW) = [Ii?){ h(X”)f(*)}],=, = [/2(X4’) 'E')f(X)]*=u = 
={h(u))".DjW=~(17)'DjWt 
which completes the proof. 
If WES can be written as 
W=~()+(,Y+~2Y2+ me* +<,-,f-’ (<jEL), 
then the lemmas imply that 
where j=O, 1,2, . . . . n-l. The elements &At,...,&-r defined by Aj=DjW, 
belong to L and are called the E-coordinates of W. 
If w=O, then ~j=O, hence all <j=O. 
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It follows that the n elements l,y,y2, . . . , y”- ’ are linearly independent over 
L, so span S over L. 
The results may be summed up as follows. 
THEOREM. Every element w E S can be written uniquely in the form 
w=ro+tlY+t2Y2+...+r,-,Y”-’ KjEL), 
with rj=$-‘(Aj), where lzj: =DjW (j=0,1,2,...,n-1). 
4. A DECOMPOSITION OF THE GROUP OF l-UNITS IN THE CASE 21nsp 
For fixed i= 1,2, . . . . n - 1, Claasen [l] considers the set Wi of elements of S 
with E-vector (A,, At, . . . , A,,- 1) given by 
Aj=O if j+O (mod i), 
iti=:, t=0,1,2 ,... n-1 and t< -, 
i 
and where j3 runs through L. (In [l] one actually reads a modified &, because 
there the basis {yk/k!} is considered). 
Then Wi is a subgroup of the group of units of S. In fact, if we write 
P=@(y), YE4 
then the previous theorem gives us for arbitrary w E Wi: 
w= J7@-'(&)yri= 5: $yli= C Q$f=exp (yy'), 
I . 
The set 
Wi={exp (yy’)IYEL}=exp (Ly’) 
is a subgroup of G (the group of l-units) under multiplication. 
Conversely, every l-unit 1 + sy (s E S) may be written as exp u (u E Sy), with 
(- 1)” o=ln (l+.sy)=sy-+s2y2+...+ -s 
n-1 
n-ly”-I 9 
which terminates because y” = 0. If we rewrite o in the standard form 
U=y,y+y2y2+...+Y,-ly”-l (YiEL), 
then we have 
l+sy=exp o=exp (y,y+y2y2+...+y,-iy”-‘)= 
=exp (yiy)-exp (y2y2)...exp (yn-tyn-i)= 
= WI’ wz... w,-, twi: = exp (YiY’)), 
which belongs to the product group W, W2 . . . W,,- 1, hence G= W, W2 . . . W,- 1. 
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The factors wi are uniquely determined, because the representation 
1 =el.e2...enwl 
with .ej in Wi, of the identity element of G is unique. 
In order to prove this, we write each ei in the form 
ei = exp (6jy’) (Si E L), 
hence 
exp (diy).exp (a2y2)...exp (a,-iy”-l)=l, 
so 
exp (4y+6,y2+ . . . +4-iy”-*)= 1. 
With the abbreviation 
c=6,y+~~y2f...+4n-ly”-‘=y(6,+~2y+.,.+4-iy”-2), 
so c” = 0, the equation exp c = 1 gives 
( 1 c l+&+...+ PC n-2 _ > -0. (n - l)! 
The element between brackets is a l-unit and we conclude that c= 0, so 
61=82=...=4-1=0, and finally 
el =e2= . . . =e,-] = 1. 
Thus we gave an elementary proof of a theorem of Claasen [l] (Theorem 7.8, 
stated without proof): 
THEOREM. If 2snsp, then G= W, x W2x . . . x Wnel, i.e. the group G of 
l-units of the finite ring S is the direct product of the subgroups 
Wi=exp (Ly’), i=1,2 ,..., n-l. 
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